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The purpose of this article is not to provide a commentary on church leadership 
styles. There have been more than enough of those. The following brief but 
considered comments are being made to assist the reader to reflect and 
understand a little more of leadership patterns and how those patterns operate. 
The following comments are designed to encouragement diversity of leadership. 
Some leaders will simply not be able operate any other way, but more 
understanding of how others operate is a must. 
 
There is no doubt there has been a move over the last twenty years or so to 
develop a church leadership style that is based on the corporate sector. Many 
books have been written on leadership and of course a business based 
leadership style has some obvious advantages, but the truth is that it also ends up 
loosing many of the church members that are not orientated towards the goals of 
success and efficiency. This style is sometimes referred to as a type A leadership 
style. 
 
The type A leader is an organizer, and as with any business it is critically 
important to keep all the juggling balls in the air at all times. This is the momentum 
factor. You see this factor at work in most large churches today. As soon as this 
momentum starts to fall apart it won't be long before some of the church starts to 
find alternative accommodation. Many church leaders would have had the painful 
first hand experience of watching this migration policy in action. Some times it can 
even be hard to distinguish why it is happening.  
 
There is another type of leader, but this type is often relegated to the background, 
and often ignored for leadership altogether. This is largely because they do not 
naturally push themselves forward. This type B leader is no less a leader, just a 
different type of leader. This is the type of leader that can lead a meeting without 
feeling any need to dominate it. They don’t need to talk more than anyone else, 
don’t need to guide a meeting towards a conclusion that fits in with their program. 
This leader is able to resist forcing the pace of those who need to learn.  
 
This type of leader will tend to attract a different type of follower; Ed Stube was 
this type of leader. Haven’t heard of him? This is no surprise, because he care 
about being important or noticed. Consequently he could run an evening meeting 
that met every day of the week for year after year and manage to keep his hands 
permanently off the reigns without going nuts. He even managed to teach many 
others to operate that way. His laid back style that relies on God alone was able 
to set in progress and promote a system of evangelism that now thrives without 
him, bringing thousands to a knowledge of God. 



 
As a type B leader myself I can see some of the dynamics involved. Of course 
most type A leaders says they can operate this way too. The trouble is that they 
can only do it for a very short period of time, and generally speaking, they don't 
like to operate like this. Type B leaders have the opposite problem; they can only 
be super efficient and forceful for a short period of time. This irritates other 
leaders but let’s face it, there are enough efficient types in churches already, so 
why not empower them do some work? This way we can all play our part. 
 
One fact usually overlooked is that type B leaders usually work best under other 
type B leaders, not type A leaders. Why? Because in general, type B’s are fairly 
self sufficient. Even if other people's problems tend to become their problems they 
can be easily encouraged to delegate their work to those around them, and they 
usually have no problem in avoiding the desire to control and manipulate things, 
especially people. 
 
A consequence of this is that they have to constantly work at maintaining the 
accountability of those around them, but a regular routine of catch up sessions 
with key personnel is usually sufficient to work out whether essential planning and 
implementation tasks are being accomplished or not. This done, the type B leader 
is able to get on with prayer, pastoral care, the ministry of the word, and listening 
to God more than they listen to people. 
 
I have heard it reported from some charismatic and Pentecostal leaders that they 
have given up the 'charismatic style' of waiting for God to move, and the gifts of 
the Spirit stuff. One told me that having done this and proceeded to organize the 
service into a more predictable format the congregation numbers increased. No 
doubt they did, but what does this really say about what they doing before! He 
himself said it was uncomfortable, with the same people giving the same tongues 
and interpretations, and the same people giving prophecies.  
 
That is an absence of pastoral leadership, or a system gone totally wrong. It bears 
no relation to what a pastorally centered type B leader would naturally encourage. 
No one reading this article can accuse me of agreeing with any of these 
uncomfortable practices that are killing true freedom and life in the Spirit. 
 
A basic tenet of type B leadership is that after initial instruction you let people 
make mistakes, and then offer appropriate positive teaching on how to improve on 
it next time. Participation is not only encouraged, it is the only way to proceed. 
The opposite of this would be - - little real participation = a dislocated body of 
Christ = a shrinking church. How strange that this is exactly the problem that 
besets the church today. 
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